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Being a TO girl from way back, I’ll admit to having a running comparison of city 

life to the small town ways of where I have spent almost 30 years…usually citing 

the differences, positive and/or negative aspects of each…some days, longing to 

catch a glimpse of the ever-famous CN Tower and other days shaking my head, 

glad to be returning to the room to breathe fresh air environs of Caledonia. 

Without my ado, let me explain the headline. Last week, I attended Lighthouse 

Festival Theatre’s presentation of Knickers: A Brief Comedy, its second (sure to 

be) hit of the 2013 season, by Sarah Quick and directed by LFT’s artistic director 

Derek Ritschel. 

A story of a northern Ontario small town faced with the misfortune of its economy 

taking a downward swing.  We watched the people’s heartfelt spirit handling of 

this crisis and their never-say-die mentality.  The town was going to make it 

despite the grim reality with which each and every one was faced. 

From a Weight Watchers meeting to the gatherings of service club members to 

gossipy seniors standing off to the side, voicing their opinions, to town hall 

political rallies, as well as a gathering of the directly affected factory employees 

that were hit with the shutdown. 

Along the lines of motion pictures Calendar Girls and The Full Monty, it took four 

gutsy women who came up with the brilliant entrepreneurial notion that a lingerie 

business could quite possibly be what their ailing community needed to rise from 

the depressed state it had reached. 

This four-women cast includes Melanie Jansen and Jennifer Toulmin as Barb 

and Mary respectively, whom we have enjoyed on the LFT stage previously. 

Making debuts at LFT are Alexis Koetting as Amanda, as well as Alison 

Lawrence as Terri. 

Bringing this very funny play to life, these actors played all of the other colourful 

(including some male) roles. 



With a minimal set by set designer Eric Bunnell, strategic lighting by lighting 

director Wendy Greenwood, and simple changes during the scene blackouts, we 

were transported to the various locations of the gatherings of townsfolk rallying to 

save their town. 

Noted by playwright Quick, this play as well as her other works were written 

“…without the confines of extensive set changes and costume changes, without 

rules…” 

She finds the creativity in the actors developing their characters and telling the 

story through their words which in turn allows the audience imaginations to go 

along for the ride. 

Director Ritschel put it rather succinctly, “…Knickers is a Lighthouse Theatre 

play… and it’s a Port Dover play, too…” 

I agree with you, Derek...in keeping with most of Lighthouse plays that illustrate a 

side of human nature and a piece of each of us.  It is a huge positive with being 

part of a small town community… yea, small town wins out! LOL 

 


